We are looking forward to your visit in our Bonn Office!

**Travel directions**
To reserve a flight or train ticket you can click on the corresponding symbols on the map.

You can reach us from Bad Godesberg train station with the bus lines 855 and 637. Further information can be found via this link: [VRS.de](#).

To plan your journey by car please click on the „route planner“ button on the map. Alternatively you can find our driving directions on the next page.

**Hotel reservation**
To make a hotel reservation you can visit [www.bonnhotels.de](http://www.bonnhotels.de). We will inform you about special rates or room contingents for DIS events in Bonn.
Arrival by car

A3  From the north: Motorway A3
Junction „Heumarer Dreieck“ change to motorway A59 in the direction of Bonn; at the junction „Bonn-Ost“ change to motorway A562 in the direction of Bonn-Bad Godesberg; exit to B9 in the direction Bonn-Bad Godesberg. Follow B9 and keep left before the tunnel in the direction of Bad Godesberg-Mitte/Meckenheim A565. Take this left lane through the tunnel on Bonner Straße. Follow Bonner Straße on the right and continue to Aennchenplatz and Burgstraße. Continue straight ahead to Marienforster Straße. Drive another kilometre – passing an elongated half-timbered building on the right hand side (photo) – and then, at the intersection Marienforster Steinweg, turn right through the stone archway. The DIS building is on the left, up the gravel road.

A3  From the south: Motorway A3
Junction „Bonn/Siegburg“ change to motorway A560 in the direction of Bonn; at the junction „St. Augustin West“ change to motorway A59 in the direction of Bonn; continue as described above.

A4  From Aachen: Motorway A4
Junction „Köln Süd“ change to motorway A555 in the direction of Bonn; at the junction „Bonn-Nord“ change to motorway A565 in the direction of Koblenz; take the exit for Bonn-Poppelsdorf in the direction of Bonn-Bad Godesberg. Continue to Reuterstraße and follow B9 in the direction of Bonn-Bad Godesberg. Continue as described above.

A61  All directions: Motorway A61
Junction „Meckenheim“ change to motorway A565 in the direction of Bonn; take the exit for Meckenheim-Merl. Turn right into L158 in the direction of Bonn-Bad Godesberg. Follow L158 and continue to Pecher Straße. After 7.7 km bear left at the crossroads Marienforster Steinweg through the stone archway (photo). The DIS building is on the left hand side, up the gravel road.

Motorway from Cologne/Bonn Airport
Take the motorway feed road „alle Richtungen“; change to motorway A59 in the direction of Bonn; at the junction „Bonn-Ost“ change to motorway A562 in the direction of Bonn-Bad Godesberg; exit to B9 in the direction Bonn-Bad Godesberg; continue as described above „A3 – From the north: Motorway A3“.